
Homework

• "Internal Considering and External Considering," February 22, 1943, 

through June 5, 1945, Vol. 1, pp. 253-302. See how much of  this you can 

read. Delve in and ponder the connection between external considering 

and compassion. What do you see? What do you wish to take forward 

with you and apply it now in a specific situation?

•Non-critically self-observe the experience and emotion of  compassion 

in your life. Where are you compassionate? Where are you not 

compassionate? Can you observe what gets in the way of  compassion? 

What stimulates compassion? Ponder ways you could be more 

compassionate. Consider asking someone close to you where/how you 

could be more compassionate. Listen deeply to what they say.



“Whatever is true, whatever is honorable,

whatever is just, whatever is pure,

whatever is pleasing, whatever is commendable, 

if  there is any excellence

and if  there is anything worthy of  praise,

think about these things”

Phil. 4:8



Affirmation

• The chief  preliminary voluntary act – and it needs to be lifelong in 

its voluntariness – toward the inner spirit, the source and conveyor 

of  meaning, is that of  affirmation.

• …by this act does all that is outward, external and dead become 

connected with what is internal and alive.

• This is the chief  of  all psychological acts. It is the preliminary and at 

the same time the continually renewable act whereby psychology, in 

the deepest sense – that is, the science of  personal evolution –

begins.

• The final goal of  it, far ahead, is the unity of  oneself  Balanced 

Man with Real I]. 

https://consciousharmony.org/glossary-term/balanced-man/


Lessons in Truth by Emilie Cady

• To affirm anything is to assert positively that it is so, even in the face 

of  all contrary evidence. We may not be able to see how, by our 

simply affirming a thing to be true, a thing that to all human 

reasoning or sight does not seem to be true at all, that we can bring 

this thing to pass; but we can compel ourselves to cease all futile 

quibbling and go to work to prove the rule, each one in his/her own 

life.

• We speak the word, we confidently affirm, but we have nothing to 

do with the “establishing” of  the word, or bringing it to pass. “You 

will decide on a matter, and it will be established for you”. Job 22:28

• The saying over and over of  any affirmation is a necessary self-

training of  a mind that has lived so long in error and false belief  

that it needs this constant repetition of  Truth...



Affirmations from Lessons in Truth

1.  God is life, love, intelligence, substance, omnipotence, 

omniscience, omnipresence.

2.  I am a child or manifestation of  God, and every moment God’s 

life, wisdom, power flow into and through me. I am one with 

God, and am governed by Gods law.

3.  I am Spirit, perfect, holy, harmonious. Nothing can hurt me or 

make me sick or afraid, for Spirit is God, and God cannot be sick 

or hurt or afraid. I manifest my real self  through this body now.



Aphorism = verities of  wisdom 

Thirty-eight in number, they were inscribed in a special script, 

known only to the residents, above the walls of  the Study House at 

the Prieuré. They were raised in silent testimony, reminders, of  the 

principles and exigencies that the residents were to imbue and 

master.









Gurdjieff ’s Aphorisms
1. Like what “it” does not like.

3. The worse the conditions of life the more productive the work, always provided you

remember the work.

5. Remember you come here having already understood the necessity of struggling with

yourself—only with yourself. Therefore thank everyone who gives you the opportunity.

9. The chief means of happiness in this life is the ability to consider externally always,

internally never.

12. Judge others by yourself and you will rarely be mistaken.

16. We can only strive to be able to be Christians.

17. Don't judge a man by the tales of others.

18. Consider what people think of you—not what they say.

21. Only conscious suffering has any sense.

23. Practice love first on animals, they are more sensitive.

26. Only he can be just who is able to put himself in the position of others.

28. He who has freed himself of the disease of “tomorrow” has a chance to attain what he came

here for.

33. One of the best means for arousing the wish to work on yourself is to realize that you may

die at any moment. But first you must learn how to keep it in mind.

35. Conscious faith is freedom. Emotional faith is slavery. Mechanical faith is foolishness.

36. Hope, when bold, is strength. Hope, with doubt, is cowardice. Hope, with fear, is weakness.



Homework

• Read aloud the thirty-eight aphorisms

inscribed in the Study House at the Prieuré. 

Attend to their resonance in your being. Do 

you find them to be glimpses of  truth? Pick 

one each day, or for the week, affirm it, live 

into it. What do you discover? 

https://www.gurdjieff.org/aphorisms.htm

